
Abstract:

1. Introduction
This paper is based on earlier author proposals given

in papers [1], [6] - [8]. As it has been pointed there, the
generalized accuracy description of the 4R bridge of
arbitrary variable arm resistances was not existing in the
literature. Some considerations of the bridge accuracy
with sensors of very small increments only have been
found in [9], [10]. Generalized description is urgently
needed mainly for:

- initial conditioning circuits of analogue signals
from broadly variable immittance sensor sets,

- identification of the changes of several internal
parameters of the equivalent circuit of the object
working as twoport X, when it is measured from its
terminals for testing, monitoring and diagnostic
purposes.

Near the bridge balance state, application of relative
errors or uncertainties is useless, as they are rising to

After short introduction transfer coefficients of the
unloaded four arms bridge of arbitrary variable arm resis-
tances, supplied by current or voltage source, are given in
Table 1. Their error propagation formulas are find and two
rationalized forms of accuracy measures, i.e. related to the
initial bridge sensitivities and of double component form as
sum of zero error and increment error of the bridge transfer
coefficients are introduced. Both forms of transfer coeffi-
cient measures of commonly used bridge - of similar initial
arm resistances in balance and different variants of their
jointed increments, are given in Table 3. As the example
limited errors of some resistance bridges with platinum
Pt100 industrial sensors of class A and B are calculated
Table 4 and analyzed. Presented approach is discussed and
found as the universal solution for all bridges and also for
any other circuits used for parametric sensors.

Keywords: resistance bridge, sensor, measures of accura-
cy, error, uncertainty of measurements.

± . In [1], [6] this obstacle was bypassed by relating the
absolute value of any bridge accuracy measure to the
initial sensitivity of the current to voltage or voltage-to-
voltage bridge transfer function. These sensitivities are
valuable reference parameters, as they do not change
within the range of the bridge imbalance. In paper [7]
the new double component approach to describing the
bridge accuracy is developed. It has the form of sum of
initial stage and of bridge imbalance accuracy measures.
Such double component method of describing accuracy is
commonly used for the broad range instruments, e.g.
digital voltmeters. Relation of each component to accu-
racy measures of all bridge arm resistances have been
developed. As the example formulas of accuracy measures
of two bridges used for industrial Pt sensors will be
presented and their limited errors calculated

Four resistance (4R) bridge circuit with terminals
ABCD working as passive type twoport of variable
internal resistances is shown in Fig 1.

In measurements the ideal supply of the bridge by
current , if or by voltage

; when ; is commonly used. Also
the output is unloaded, i.e.: , . For
single variable measurements it is enough to know chan-
ges of one bridge terminal parameter and the output
circuit voltage is mostly used. With notations of Fig.
1 formulas (1), (2) of are given in Table 1 [2],
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2. Basic formulas of bridge transfer
functions
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Fig. 1. Four arms bridge as the unloaded twoport of type
with the voltage or current supply source branch.
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Table 1. Open circuit bridge voltage and its transfer functions.

a) current supply b) voltage supply



where:
, - current or voltage on bridge supply

terminals ,

, transfer functions of the bridge of open-
circuited output, i.e.: current to voltage
(transfer resistance) and ratio of two voltages.

- initial bridge open circuit sensitivities of
and of ,

- sum of bridge

arm resistances; , - its increment
and initial value,

, - normalized bridge imbalance
function of and of ,

- increments of the function
numerator and of the denominator.

Output voltage may change its sign for some set
of arm resistances. If transfer function or ,
the bridge is in balance and in (3) and (4) its conditions
of both supply cases are the same: .

The balance of the bridge can occurs for many diffe-
rent combinations of , but the basic balance state is
defined for all , i.e. when:

Formulas of the bridge terminal parameters are sim-
plified by referencing all resistances to their initial valu-
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es in the balance, i.e. and referencing
initial resistances to one of the first arm, i.e.:

, and from (3) . Bridge
transfer functions can also be normalized, as is shown in
Table 1.
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3. Accuracy description of broadly variable
resistances
The accuracy of measurements depends in compli-

cated way on structure of the instrumentation circuit, va-
lues and accuracy of its elements and on various environ-
mental influences of natural conditions and of the neigh-
boring equipment. Two type of problems have been met in
practice:

- description of circuits and measurement equip-
ment by instantaneous and limited values of sys-
tematic and random errors, absolute or related
ones, as well by statistical measures of that errors,

- estimation of the measurement result uncertainty,
mainly by methods recommended by guide GUM.

Measures of accuracy (errors, uncertainty) of the sin-
gle value of circuit parameter are expressed by numbers,
of variable parameter - by functions of its values. In both
cases they depend on equivalent scheme of the circuit, on
environmental and parameters of instrumentation used or
have to be use in the experiment.

The measures of broadly variable resistance , e.g. of
the stress or of the temperature sensor, could be expres-
sed by two components: for its initial value and for its
increment as it is shown by formulas of Table 2.

Instantaneous absolute error and its relative value
referenced to are given by formulas (6) and (7),

| | of the poorest case of values
and signs of | | and | | or | | - by (8), and

for random errors or uncertainties
- by (9).

�

relative limited error
standard

statistical measure
�
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Table 2. Two-component formulas of the sensor resistance accuracy measures.



If errors of increment and of initial value of resistance are statistically independent then correlation coefficient , but
if they are strictly related each to the other then . Exact value can only be find experimentally. From (8) follows that
borders of the worse cases | | of possible values of nonlinearly dependent on even if | | and | | or | | are
constant [1], [6] - [8].

Distribution of the initial values and relative increments of the sensors' set resistances depends on their data obtained
in the production process. Its actual values also depend on influences of the environmental conditions.

Instantaneous values of measurement errors of bridge transfer functions and result from the total differential of
analytical equations (3) and (4) from Table 1.

After ordering all components of is:

(10)

where: - weight coefficients of error components

- subscript when ;
- multiplier is or if is .

If resistances are expressed as , formula (10) is

(10a)

Absolute error of transfer function has other forms, i.e.:

(11)

or

(11a)

From (10) and (11) one could see that if errors of the neighbouring bridge arms, e.g.: 1, 2 or 1, 4 have the same sign
they partly compensate each other.

If errors of resistances are expressed, as in (7), by their initial errors and incremental errors , then

(12)

where: (12a)

If arm resistance is constant, , , but weight coefficient of its component in still depends on other
arm increments . In initial balance state, i.e. when all arm increments , the nominal transfer function ,
but real resistances have some initial errors and usually , .

(13a)

(13b)

where:

Relative errors are preferable in measurement practice, but it is not possible to use them for transfer functions near the
bridge balance as the ratio of absolute error and the nominal (or for the voltage supplied
bridge of and ) is rising to . Then other possibilities should be applied. There are two possible ways to
describe accuracy of the bridge transfer function (or ) in the form of one or of two related components:

- absolute error of the bridge transfer function may be referenced to initial sensitivity factor of (or to of ) or
to the range of transfer function (or );
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4. Description of the accuracy of bridge transfer functions

absolute error of transfer function
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- initial error have to be subtracted from
and then accuracy could be described by two
separate terms: for zero and for transfer function
increment, as it is common for digital
instrumentation.

In the it is preferable if error is
referenced to the initial sensitivity factor as constant
for each bridge, then to full range of as it could be
change. Such relative error could be presented as sum:

(14)

where: - initial (or zero) rela-
tive error of ;

relative error of normalized imbalance
function when , also referenced to .

Error is similar for any mode of the supply source
equivalent circuit of the bridge as twoport.

Zero of the bridge may be corrected on different ways:
by adjustment of the bridge resistances, by the opposite
voltage on output or by the digital correction of conver-
ted output signal. In such cases from (14) it is

(15)

From (15) follows that related to error of
increment depends not only on increment errors of
resistances but also on their initial errors even
when initial error of the whole bridge , because
after (12a) weight coefficients of in (15) depends on .
The component of particular error despairs only when

. Functions of or may be approximated for
some intervals by constant values.

In the absolute error of transfer
function (12) after subtracting its initial value is

(16)

And after referenced it to , and substitution
from (12a)

(17)

where :

(17a,b)

Weight coefficients (17a,b) are finite for any value of
including because if all 0 also 0.
Error is equivalent to error of the resistance

increment in formula (7).
From ( 13a) and (17 ) is:

for current to voltage transfer function
(18a)

and similarly for voltage transfer function
(18b)
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where: , - absolute errors
of initial value or e.g. or

, - related errors of increments
- or - from the initial stage.

Two component accuracy equation of transfer func-
tion was funded by the same way as for .

Actual values of instantaneous errors of or could
be calculated only if signs and values of errors of all resis-
tances are known. In reality it happens very rare. More
frequently are used their limited systematic errors (of the
worst case) and statistical standard deviation measures.
Formulas of these accuracy measures of or could be
obtained after transformation of error formulas (10) -
(18a,b). All these accuracy measures are possible to find
in one component or two component forms. One-com-
ponent formulas for arbitrary and main particular cases of
4R bridge are given in Tables in [1], [6], [7].

The two-component method of the bridge transfer
function accuracy representation, separately for its
initial value (e.g. equal to zero) and for increment is simi-
lar like unified one used for digital instruments and of the
broad range sensor transmitters. It is especially valuable
if zero of the measurement track is set handily or auto-
matically. Absolute measures could be transformed also
by the sensor set linear or nonlinear function to the units
of any particular measurand, e.g. in the case of platinum
sensors - to °C [6], [8].

In the measurement practice the mostly used for sen-
sors are four-arm bridges of resistances equal in the ba-
lance state. Formulas of accuracy measures for transfer
functions and of these particular resistance bridges
are much simpler then general ones [6]. They are presen-
ted in Table 3 with assumption that all correlation coef-
ficients . Formulas of and its errors given are
mainly for comparison as current supply is preferable one
for resistance sensors. The transfer function or of
the bridge including differential sensors of four or two
increments and transfer function of two equal in
opposite arms may be linear but their measures depend on
by different way each other. From Table 3 it is possible to

compare the accuracy measure formulas of the current or
voltage supplied 4R bridges of few element and single
element sensors. For example formulas of accuracy mea-
sures of similarly variable two opposite arm resistances
are simpler then for the single variable arm. Form of the
limited error | | is similar for four linear A-D bridges
and | | only for two of them: A and B.

The good example of the broadly variable resistance
sensors is platinum sensors Pt 100 of A and B classes com-
monly used in industrial temperature measurements. To-
lerated differences from their nominal characteristic are
given in standard EN 60751÷A2 1997. They are expressed
in °C or as permissible resistance values in [ohm] - see | |
of classes A and B in Fig. 2. Characteristic of class A sen-
sors is determined up to 650°C and for less accurate class
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5. Description of accuracy measures
of particular 4R bridges mostly used
for sensors

6. Tolerances of industrial Pt sensors
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Table 3. Accuracy measures of the most common open-circuit 4R bridges of similar all arm initial resistances 4R .10
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B - up to 850°C. Initial limited errors | | of both classes
are 0,06% and 0,12%, respectively.

On the base of nominal characteristic of Pt 100 sen-
sors the maximum limited error | | | |=| |+| | for

of both classes is calculated as ratio of tolerances
| | and increments of sensor resistance [7], i.e. as

Obtained values are given in Fig. 2. They are only
slightly changing and could be approximated by the sin-
gle value and related to the maximum or mean value of
the temperature range of each sensor. In the full range
of positive Celsius temperatures the limited error | |
doesn't exceed 0,2% of for class A and | | for
class B.

Limited errors , , of
the 4R bridge transfer function with the single indus-
trial sensor of A or B class has be calculated from formulas
of Table 3. It was assumed that limited errors of
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7. Limited errors of the 4R bridge
with single industrial Pt 100 sensors
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constant bridge arms are equal and not higher that the
sensor initial error , balance is at 0°C, and current of
supply source is stable enough or ratio of output signal
and this current is measured. Maximum temperature range
(0 - 600)°C is taken for calculations and for it the relative

Fig. 2. Tolerances | | and maximum limited relative errors
| | of temperature sensors Pt100 type A and B evaluated
from their standard [7].
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Table 4. Limited errors of few cases of the current supplied 4R bridge with the single resistor sensor, e.g. Pt 100 type A or B.
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increment of sensor resistance is: . As exam-
ple numerical formulas of limited errors | | or | | of
the class A are also estimated. Limited errors of the class B
sensor bridge have been similarly estimate. For clarifying
considerations the lead resistances are taken as negligi-
ble. All results are presented in Table 4.

In Table 4 five different cases of measuring circuit are
considered, i.e.: bridge without any adjustments, outer
and internal zero setting, negligible initial errors only of
constant arms or of the sensor arm as well.
Ratio of limited errors of the bridge without adjustments
and Pt sensor is 1,7 for class A and 2,9 for class B.

If errors of the bridge resistances are negligible (line
5) limited error is only slightly higher then for the sensor,
but if also the initial sensors error is adjusted, then the
bridge transfer function error is even smaller then of
the sensor itself ! (line 1). Results for examples 2, 3 and 4
are between 1 and 6.

For comparison: relative limited error of the output
voltage of the bridge including two similar Pt 100 sensors
of the class A in opposite arms, calculated from line 3 of
Table 3 for the same temperature range doesn't exceed
0,51% - without null correction, and 0,39% - if is correc-
ted. These errors are calculated for the twice higher signal
that for the single sensor bridge. They are slightly higher
but signal linearly depends on resistance increment equal
for both sensors. For lower temperature ranges relative
limited errors and uncertainties type B become higher.

Two methods of describing the accuracy measures of
the arbitrary imbalanced sensor bridges are presented to-
gether and compared., i.e.:

- one component accuracy measure related to initial
sensitivity of the bridge transfer functions, given
before in [1], [6], [7] and

- the new double component one of separately
defined measures for zero and transfer function
increment [8].

The second one is similar as used for the broad range
instruments, e.g. digital voltmeters. Accuracy measures
of bridge arms are defined for initial resistances and for
their increments. Then these methods are independent
from the sensor characteristic to the measured quantity.

These methods are discussed using on few examples of
4R bridges of equal initial resistances, supplied by current
or voltage source and with single, double and four ele-
ment sensors.

Given formulas allow to finding accuracy of the 4R
bridge or uncertainty of measurements with bridge cir-
cuits if actual or limited values of errors or standard statis-
tical measure of their resistances and sensors are known.

Formulas of general and particular cases of the bridge
may be used for computer simulation of the accuracy of
various sensor bridges and measured objects of the X
twoport equivalent circuit in different circumstances.

Systematic errors could be calculated as random ones
for set of sensor bridges in production or in exploitation
and if correlation coefficients are small obtained values
should be smaller than of the worst-case limited errors.

Similar formulas as presented in this and other papers,
e.g. [1], [4], [6], [7] could be formulated for any types of
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8. General conclusions

impedance sensor circuits as DC and AC bridges of single
and double supply, active bridges linearized by feedback
or multipliers, Anderson loop (developed in NASA) and
impedance converters with virtual DSP processing. Given
in this paper methods of the simplification of their
accuracy description could be also applied in many
industrial measurements.

Accuracy of current and voltage supplied strain brid-
ges has been analyzed by M. Kreuzer [9], [10], but such
a unified approach as given above to the accuracy des-
cription of unbalanced bridges and other circuits of
broadly variable parameters, developed in [1], [4], [6] -
[8], is not found so far in literature.

The presented method is also valuable for accuracy
evaluation in testing any circuit from its terminals as two-
port, which is commonly used in diagnostics and in impe-
dance tomography. It was also used to describe the accu-
racy of two-parameter bridge measurements - see [3]-[5].
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